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Clive Gilson 
• I have substantial experience as a senior technology leader, having worked on major web, mobile & 

digital development &  transformation programmes for nearly 20 years. 
 

• I have specialised in working with organisation seeking to implementing & develop their technology 
agility at scale in both the commercial & public sectors. I have broad commercial experience having 
worked with broadcast & media organisations, with mobile telco’s, in public sector & government 
organisations, & most recently in large-scale and high-profile Fintech / Insurtech environments. 
 

• In an earlier role, with the business originally beginning as a 3-man start-up, I spent 5 years as a Director 
& then Managing Director of a software-oriented project & delivery consultancy (Project Direct) that 
matured to become a substantial independent business before finally being sold to a larger competitor. 
 

• I am currently also working as. Non-Executive Director with The Bunch.com, an emerging fintech 
business focused on helping students & young professionals in shared housing to manage their bills. 
 

• I am also a Trustee, advising FilmBATH, a major regional arts & education focused charity. 
 

• I am also the author of 4 fiction titles & currently the editor of a series of folklore & fairy tale anthologies 
(Tales from the World's Firesides) now numbering more than 21 titles. 

Work Experience: 
Willis Towers Watson 
March 2017 – March 2020 

Head of Engineering (Snr Director) 
March 2020 – present 
 
I lead a multi-disciplinary team of approximately 200 software engineers that develop our software products.  
The engineering teams are located in Reigate, Cambridge, Sydney and Toronto.  In addition to being responsible 
for the Engineering function, I am a member of the Insurance Technology executive team responsible for driving 
overall business strategy and performance. The role reports to the Managing Director of the Insurance 
Technology business. 
 
My main responsibilities are: 
 

• Oversight of all engineering teams globally 
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• Championing an effective and dynamic software engineering culture, ensuring teams are motivated 
and empowered, and that the engineering function is an innovative and enriching place to work 

• Responsibility for the timely and cost-effective development and delivery of software products 
(including SaaS) to the highest standards of quality, performance and security 

• Leadership of the Engineering Management Team (EMT), ensuring effective collaboration and 
knowledge sharing across our portfolio of development projects 

• Overall responsibility for the recruitment, retention, training and career development of engineering 
teams, including oversight of the annual performance review cycle of the engineering community 

• Working with the Head of Portfolio Development and Head of Architecture to define the technology 
strategy and software delivery approach for the business 

• Oversight and coordination of the process of allocating resources to development projects 
• Ensuring that each project team has an up-to-date software development plan reflecting roadmap 

priorities, team objectives are clear, progress is measurable, and projects are under control 
• Coordination of monthly and quarterly reporting of project MI  
• Management and reporting of capitalised hours and hours qualifying for R&D tax relief 
• Ensuring effective governance around the selection and use of third-party components and services, 

including use of open-source, and adoption of appropriate security policies. 
• Collaboration with wider stakeholders to ensure efficient teamworking with product management, 

operations and support functions 
• Active participation on the leadership team of the business, setting overall business strategy and 

ensuring that business goals are achieved 

GoCo Group plc 
March 2017 – March 2020 

Vice President - Technology 
January 2019 – March 2020 
 
I was promoted to the role of VP – Technology to take overall strategic control & direction of all group-wide 
technology capabilities. This included taking responsibility for: 
 

• Technology at scale – concentrating on supporting technology at scale by building out our flexible and 
agile ways of working, developing cloud based platforms, delivering CI/CD & automated release 
pipelines 

• Technology strategy – working with C-Suite and senior leadership colleagues to develop and describe a 
coherent technology and data strategy for the group. 

• Technology operations – including all Dev & Tech Ops, Infrastructure deployment,  1st, 2nd & 3rd line 
support teams, cloud & hosting support. 

• Data Engineering -  putting data at the heart of the group by building & developing teams to deliver 
data warehouse capabilities for each brand, build out of our data lake & machine learning capabilities, 
build out of analytics platforms and of internal and external reporting (BI) platforms. 

• Software Engineering – all software development and testing services across multiple locations and 
brands. 

• Solutions Architecture – Building and developing a solutions shaping team designed to provide the 
parameters and overall solutions within which engineering and operations teams can innovate. 

• Technology Administration – Full P&L responsibility for technology budgets, licensing, contract 
management, HR and recruitment, people strategies, pathways and long-term succession planning 

 
In particular I have focussed on driving the group to become a single, cohesive delivery organisation with a 
strong emphasis on building our data sciences & data applications capability. Our strategic aim has been to 
significantly improve our ability to surface our technology & customer solutions as interchangeable components 
& services across all group channels, & into our emerging B2B operations in support of retail & consumer savings 
offered by major banks, insurance companies & media organisations. 
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I  lead the group, working at C-Suite level, in both a tactical & in a strategic capacity from a technology 
perspective, with particular emphasis on broad ranging consumer financial concierge services driven through 
intelligence & data innovation. As part of our strategic evolution I provide insight & leadership with the technical 
aspects of our M&A strategy & as part of our team focused on relations with capital markets & investors. 
 
Some of the key initiatives that we have worked on include: 
 

• Creation of a core data platform & single customer view (Azure Lake, Databricks, Machine Learning, 
Python, R, C++) 

• Creation of core messaging layer enabling us to combine services, API's & data in multiple combinations 
for both group & B2B partners (PHP, .Net/C#, RabbitMQ) 

• Creation of componentised services & API's supporting our core B2C & B2B channels across multiple 
brands & products (PHP, .Net/C#, VueJS, React, Java, Go, Python) 

• Build-up & scale of our engineering and operations teams (Tribe & squad model) 
• Establishing an agile approach to ways of working, innovation & sustained development (SCRUM, 

Kanban & hybrids) 
• Implementation of CI/CD & flexible pipeline approaches to responsive release (Azure & AWS) 
• Transition from 'on-prem' systems & services to a cloud based eco-system (Azure & AWS) 

 
During 2019 & while we are seeking to appoint a new CTO to join the main group Exec team, I have taken on 
responsibilities as acting CTO, principally working alongside our CEO to shape our platform strategy, SAVESTACK. 
We are also working actively to adapt our 1Tech technology organisation to support multiple operating 
companies & brands across multiple sites. Those core brands now include: 
 

• GoCompare 
• weflip 
• My Voucher Codes 
• Energylinx 
• Look after My Bills 

Director of Engineering 
March 2018 - December 2018 
 
Working as part of the GoCompare Group's Senior Leadership Team, I led software engineering & strategy across 
all operating elements within the company, covering software & systems delivery for all GoCompare Group 
companies & business units, including GoCompare, My Voucher Codes, Energylinx & weflip.com. 
 
Over the last two years we have transformed our business, driving change through radical innovation & focused 
agility. Our engineering culture is strongly focused on simplicity, intelligence & beauty. Our core concept is based 
on building one unified team with one single, radical, but sustainable vision. 
 
I have also set up & now chair our GoCo LAB initiative, our first group innovation incubation centre, designed to 
encourage & foster both technology & commercial innovation amongst our team members. 

Head of Digital Engineering 
March 2017 - March 2018, Newport 
 
As Head of Digital Engineering I led the teams who deliver GoCompare's digital price comparison products & 
services, focusing on the software engineering strategy & delivery across all digital channels. 
 
We adopted highly Agile methods of delivery, aimed at driving radical innovation in every aspect of our business 
& utilising the flexibility of applied matrix-skilled feature teams. We transformed the pace of delivery & more 
than doubled our engineering capacity & output. 
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Our tech teams self-organise, working closely with their embedded Commercial colleagues to devise their own 
solutions within a broad framework designed by our Principal Engineers. We make extensive use of Chapters & 
Guilds, & we use a responsive & iterative delivery model designed to deliver product to market using an "on-
demand" service. That model fosters fast, iterative evolution of our tech stacks & software products, rather than 
a "big bang / big bucks" approach. 

Sky 
December 2014 – February 2017 

Head of Engineering - Sky Digital Platforms 
December 2015 - February 2017, Sky@LeedsDock 
 
As Head of Engineering I was responsible for the overall Technology Strategy for Sky’s Digital Platform teams in 
the UK & Europe, including infrastructure, development tooling & practice, ways of working, longer term 
technology strategy, & coordination with our Product teams to create a coherent delivery strategy to meet fast-
paced changes in Sky's business initiatives. 
 
At Sky Digital we created an engineering culture strongly focused on empowerment within a highly Agile working 
environment. As a Leadership Team we evolved an operating model that built on industry leading examples such 
as the Spotify model, but with many Sky-specific enhancements & adaptations that catered for a local delivery 
workforce comprising some 8 tribes, 50+ squads & c650 digital delivery colleagues. 
 
Core structures were based around Delivery Squads, comprising Scrum Masters / Agile Coaches, Product Owner, 
Developers, Testers & Analysts, having significant autonomy to develop their products & services in conjunction 
with their embedded Product Owners / Managers. We also evolved a comprehensive & highly effective Chapter 
& Guild practice across Squads & Tribes. 

Delivery Manager - Digital Trading 
July 2015 - December 2015, London 
 
Having completed an assignment to lead Digital Service delivery for Sky while that department moved from 
London to Leeds (successfully transitioning / building a new fully functioning delivery team of c100 in 6 months), 
then joined the management team in London covering Sky's Digital Trading activities (online & digital sales). 

Delivery Manager - Digital Managed Services 
December 2014 - July 2015, London 
 
Running all aspects of software & service development & delivery for all components within Sky Online Managed 
Services. In this context that meant anything other than sales such as Billing, Payments, Order Transactions & 
Tracking, Personalisation, MySky, MyPackages, Customer Management, Customer Retentions, the mobile Sky 
Service App, Online Accessory Shop & other broad Sky programmes requiring cross squad delivery & 
prioritisation. 
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Earlier Work Experience: 
Type Employer Role From To 

Contract Vodafone UK IT Release Manager 2014 2014 

Contract EE Ltd Technical Delivery Manager 2011 2013 

Contract Dancing Pig Media Delivery Consultant 2010 2011 

Contract Office For National Statistics Programme Manager 2007 2010 

Contract HM Revenue & Customs Delivery Manager 2005 2007 

Contract O2 UK Programme Manager 2004 2005 

Contract Orange Delivery Manager 2004 2004 

Contract T-Systems Programme Manager 2001 2004 

Permanent SofAd Inc Operations Director - EMEA 1999 2001 

Permanent Project Direct Founder & Managing Director 1992 1999 

Contact Details: 
• Home Location: Bath, UK 
• Tel: 07531 146269 (Mobile)  
• gilson.clive@gmail.com 
• www.linkedin.com/in/clivegilson 
• www.clivegilson.com 
• www.boyonabench.com 

Education: 
• University of Leeds, Bachelor's degree, History 
• Merchant Taylors, A Levels, History, Economics, Politics & German 

Publications: 
• Real Life Lessons in Project Management 
• Songs of Bliss 
• A Solitude of Stars 
• The Insomniac Booth 
• The Mechanic's Curse 
• Tales from the World's Firesides – I am the editor of a series of collections of traditional folklore, fairy 

tales & myths, with a published catalogue of 21 titles to date. 

Advisory / NED Roles: 
• Trustee – FilmBath 
• Non -Exec – The Bunch.com 
• I also carry out some ad-hoc advisory sessions for a small group of early stage FinTech startups 


